Population
At the moment, 2 944 459 people are living in Lithuania.
Due to emigration in various times of history, a large part of
lithuanians live in foreign countries.
There are altogether 4,2 million people who concider themselves
as lithuanians.
Religion
The predominant religion in Lithuania is Christianity. Lithuania
was actually the last pagan country in Europe.
Cepelinai
Our national food is called cepelinai (zeppelins)
This dish is made out of grilled potatoes with meat filling. Often
we like to spice the flavor with sour cream or cracklings.

Laser industry
What can a small post-soviet state whose population totals a
little over 3 million surprise the world by? By achievements in
scientific research, say Lithuanian creators of laser technologies.
Laser technologies is one of the spheres of high technologies in
which Lithuania has the lead

Biotechnology
Lithuania’s life sciences industry has been skyrocketing over the
last two decades and is now regarded as one of the most
advanced in Central and Eastern Europe.
Medicine
The latest scientific findings incorporated into medical treatment
guarantee a solid position for Lithuanian medicine in research
and medical technology.
Organisations
Many Lithuanian teenagers are united by different organisations.
Some of them are religious type, self-improvement, some are just
for fun or helpful to young people to discover themselves as a
person. There are three main organisations: Lithuanian Scouts
Union, Operation „Snowball“ and Lithuanian Students' Union.

Scouts
Scouts motto is “entertainment with purpose”, it means that they
are trying to develop their knowledge about nature and survive in
many different situations. But, of course they are the part of this
organisation because it is a place where you can learn many new
things and have a good time at the same time.
Operation „Snowball“

People who belong Operation Snowball organization are planning
prevention camps for students, where every teenager not just
have fun, but also can expand their knowledge about drugs and
its harmfulness.

Lithuanian students‘ union
Lithuanian Students' Union connects students and adult political
opinions and influence education reform. So active teenagers are
one of the biggest treasure in our country.
Festivals
As you heard, Lithuanian teenagers never sleep, especially in
summer. So in our country we have a lot of different festivals for
people of all ages. For example: Karklė is a live music festival on a
sea shore with more than twelve thousand people attending it
every year.
Other festivals in Lithuania, such as Blues nights, Granades,
Tamsta music and Tundra are also keeping up.
Druskininkai
We also can be proud of Druskininkai city - an international,
active through the whole year resort with mineral water, mud
and climate therapies.
In this town we can met a lot of people, who just want to relax on
their holiday. There you can find an aqua park, snow arena and a

lot of spas and hotels. Druskininkai is a quiet resort , perfect for
people who just want to escape their daily routines
Resorts near the sea
We also have a few other resorts near the sea, where a lot of
tourists come to look over the Baltic sea. One of them is situated
on a peninsula. It‘s called Nida. There you can find amazing
nature, pine forests . But the most incredible things in this town
are the magnificent dunes.
We think that this short film will help you to understand who we
actually are. We are simple, happy, tolerate, stubborn, little crazy
sometimes. We want to speak loudly and to be heard, just like all
of you. So, enjoy our little movie.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axqYvA5_VQ4

